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192 Brewing-Kenmore
1) Sly Mango Hef (ABV 5%)
An American wheat beer with just a hint of fresh juicy mango.
2) Please Chill Pale Ale (ABV 4.5%)
Session Pale Ale with hints of tropical fruit and dry hopped with noticeable citrus.

Acorn Brewing-Edgewood
1) Red Leader Raspberry Tart (ABV 6.3% / IBU 15)
Belgian Tart, subtle raspberry aroma with a tart raspberry finish
2) Haze Me Bro (ABV 7.3%)
NEIPA loaded with Azacca, Chinook, and El Dorado hops to bring a pineapple/grapefruit aroma and
flavor to you.
3) Phrasing Porter with red sour cherry (ABV 5.8% / IBU 34)
A Robust Porter aged with Red Sour Cherries.

Bad Bulldogs Brewery-Bremerton
1) Shipyard (ABV 3.7% / IBU 22)
Easy drinking lager style beer, made with the PSNS "Shipyard workers" in mind. this 3.7% beer is
fermented using fresh naval oranges.
2) Bitch In Heat (ABV 6% / IBU 22)
This is a Cream Ale base beer. Brewed using Willamette and Northern Brewer hops. There are over 5
different types of Chile peppers used when making this one of a kind beer. It is rich in flavor but low in
heat.. This is one of our more popular beers.
3) Man's Best Friend (ABV 4.4% / IBU 24)
This is an easy drinking Summer time IPA. Not a hop monster by any means, but a smooth refreshing
beer with a nice clean finish.

Bainbridge Brewing–Bainbridge Island
1) Kömmuter Kölsch (ABV 5%)
Our award winning Kömmuter Kölsch is a light, malty German-style ale brewed like a lager with a
bright clean taste.
2) Downrigger Dry Double IPA (ABV 8%)
Downrigger is our big and hoppy Brut-style Double IPA that’s deceivingly dry, smooth and very
drinkable.
3) Windfall Citrus IPA (ABV 6%)
Award winning Windfall Citrus IPA has six hops paired with delicious citrus flavors. Refreshing and
Summer citrusy!
4) Sav Blonde Sour 2018 (ABV 6.6%)
This is our award winning Bainbridge Blonde Ale that was aged in Viognier wine barrels with
Sauvignon Blanc grape juice added. This light barrel-aged sour ale was aged for over 1 year and was
soured with house culture.

Boundary Bay Brewing–Bellingham
1) Citraweisse (ABV 4.5% / IBU 8)
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Citraweisse is a Berliner-style Weiss brewed to complement summertime’s easy living. A
distinguishing sharp tartness and a hefty dry-hop of Citra® make this a refreshing sessionable seasonal
with a powerful citrusy punch. Forget Grandma’s Lemonade, Citraweisse is the perfect companion for
summer refreshment. Add a tropical twist with a fruity infusion!
2) Fielder’s Choice IPA (ABV 6.2% / IBU 42)
Fielder’s Choice, an IPA brewed in collaboration with the Bellingham Bells, is the perfect companion
for America’s pastime. This light-bodied and bright IPA is a double play with late-addition and dryhopping lineups of Lemondrop, Eureka and Mandarina Bavaria. Fielder’s Choice is a walk-off home
run of tropical fruitiness and strikes the perfect game with a light malty sweetness. Step up to the
plate and swing for the most refreshing ballpark beer of the season.
3) Van Zandt Light (ABV 4% / IBU 13) (FRI)
The Whatcom County wilderness is calling, so we must brew. Van Zandt Light is a classic American
Lager crafted to celebrate our community's active outdoor lifestyle. A low hop bitterness and a classic
lager malt composition make Van Zandt Light crisp and crushable.
4) Skipping Raindrops IPA (ABV 7% / IBU 45) (FRI)
This anomaly of stormy summer weather propelled our course into discovering a spot of sunlight. We
skipped rocks, felt raindrops and brewed a bright double-dry-hopped juicy IPA. Tropical hop aromas
cascade into flavors of sweet citrus and melon finishing with a soft, gentle bitterness. Savor the flavor,
endure the unpredictable and skip the raindrops with this fruity Summer IPA.
5) Summer Vibes (ABV 5.3% / IBU 30) (SAT)
Summer Vibes is a pure taste of Bellingham’s immaculate summers. Light and bright, this sunny
golden ale’s noble hop character and light malt build finish with a super-clean, thirst-quenching
crispness.
6) Cedar Dust IPA (ABV 6.5% / IBU 66) (SAT)
Inspiration for Cedar Dust IPA hails from Bellingham’s iconic mountain bike trail on Galbraith
Mountain. Brewed with four varieties of Washington-grown hops to encapsulate the spirit of the
adventurous PNW.

Brothers Cascadia Brewing-Vancouver
1) You Like 'A Da Juice Hazy IPA (ABV 6.5%)
'You Like 'A Da Juice' is our rendition of a New England style IPA. Cloudy, lush, and extremely
refreshing, it starts off with a massive punch of juicy, citrusy hops. Bold aromas of orange, tangerine,
and tropical stone fruits envelope the senses, leading into a soft palate that is fruity and balanced.
Very low bitterness keeps this beer extremely sessionable, allowing all of its other bold characteristics
to stand out.
2) Sleigh Tipper (ABV 9%) (FRI)
Santa has an early Christmas present for you! A whisky barrel aged stout with cinnamon and cacao
nibs! A mouthwatering aroma laced with spice and whiskey leads you into a creamy body that
completes this yuletide treat.
3) PomeCranate Sour (ABV 4%) (SAT)
Pomegranate / Cranberry sour
4) Blackberry Sour (ABV 4.5%) (SAT)
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Cash Brewing Company-Silverdale
1) Top Spin Double IPA (ABV 9.1% / IBU 90)
Topspin Double IPA balances rich malt flavor with Mosaic,
Amarillo and Cascade Hops, delivering notes of tropical fruit, floral and grapefruit.
You will find no alcohol bite here, just a smooth and drinkable Double IPA.
2) Big Spray Hazy IPA
3) Corey's Golden Straw Ale (ABV 4.8% / IBU 62)
This light and refreshing summer Golden Ale uses Munich & Pale malts and is hopped with East Kent
Golden Hops. Go for the Gold!

Crane’s Castle Brewing-Bremerton
1) Otto Lang's Bohemian Pilsner (ABV 5.3% / IBU 35)
A full-bodied pale lager made with German malts and Czechoslovakian hops. Gold in color and
brilliantly clear, with a dense, long-lasting, creamy white head. Rich, complex maltiness pairs with a
spicy, floral hop bouquet and a pronounced yet rounded bitterness from a healthy
dose of Saaz hops. The aftertaste lingers on the palate; balanced between malt and hops. This lager is
crisp, complex, and well-rounded – in a word: refreshing.
2) Good Harvest Vienna Lager (ABV 4.9% / IBU 24)
A year-round favorite, this is great beer to celebrate with whether at a harvest festival or just the end
of a long Tuesday. This amber lager combines the smooth German flavors of pilsner, vienna, and
munich malts with the spiciness of the noble American hops Mt. Hood, Santiam, and Sterling.
Balanced perfectly between sweet and bitter this is a real crowd pleaser.
3) Starry Night Belgian Wit (ABV 5.2% / IBU 17) (FRI)
One of the lightest beers on the planet, pouring a pale yellow and sporting a creamy white head that,
together, give this style its namesake “white” color. Slightly hazy from the oats, which also lend a
silkiness to the overall mouthfeel, this is truly a sight to behold. Intense citrus flavors and aromas
from two generous doses of orange peel and coriander, with just a hint of zesty hops and that
phenolic funk Belgian beers can be known for. The malt is nearly half Washington grown barley, with
domestic wheat and oats rounding out the simple profile. Washington grown hops provide just
enough edge to keep the sweetness from getting out of hand. This local interpretation on an Old
World style is refreshing, light, and an all-around easy drinker.
4) Dopple Tropple Dopplebock (ABV 8.6% / IBU 21) (FRI)
A winter warmer if ever there was one! This is our biggest lager beer, and with an appropriate
amount of aging the alcoholic bite is tamed into a warm tingle on the way down. In the glass it
presents a lovely chestnut color with a tan head. Originally created as a means to provide sustenance
during the cold winter month, this beer is a malt bomb with just enough hoppy bitters to take the
edge off the pronounced sweetness of the beer. It has a heavy body and complex malt flavors
befitting the style.
5) Prerequisite West Coast IPA (ABV 7% / IBU 71) (FRI)
Whether providing an IPA (or three) is a requirement of being a craft brewer in the Pacific Northwest,
or drinking one at the start of the night is just par for the course -- you’ll be pleased to try our full
strength, West Coast American IPA . Amber-red in color with a pleasant backbone of malty goodness
and plenty of citrus/grapefruit and pine aromas jumping out of the glass. Oh, also it’s bitter – not
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quite enough to make grown men cry (we’ll leave that to the Double IPA), but the “I” in IPA stands for
IBUs, right? We used the classic west coast hops, Chinook, Centennial, Cascade, and Crystal because if
it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.
6) Double Puddle Brut IPA (ABV 8.5% / IBU 39) (FRI)
Another Experimental IPA in the “Puddle” series. This is an extremely hop forward beer with an extra
dry, almost champagne-like finish. We use Amarillo, Simcoe, Eureka, and El Dorado hops to maximize
the tropical and dark fruit flavors in this playful summer beer. Brewed at normal IPA strength but fully
fermented (through the practice of arcane knowledge and just a hint of dark magic) to boost the
alcohol content by up to 2% ABV – you’re welcome!
7) Erin's Dream - Coconut Porter (ABV 5.5% / IBU 41) (SAT)
How do you make porter a summer beer?
This porter pours almost black, with garnet highlights and a dense white head. Toasted coconut
followed by roasty aromas, a light black malt character,r and supporting dark chocolate/coffee notes
before finishing with another hit of coconut flavor. A substantial, malty dark ale with a complex and
flavorful roasted character; and did e mention...coconut?
8) Wee Tipple Strong Scotch Ale (ABV 7.8% / IBU 20) (SAT)
A dark copper hue with an off-white head invite you to sip this brew, and you’re rewarded with a
burst of sweet, caramelly malt flavors. This beer is fermented at the cool end of the yeast’s range for
a smoother blending of the malt flavors and alcoholic bite; and contains just a hint of peaty smoke in
the finish. We used a small charge of flavoring hops for a more complex and luxurious overall
impression.
9) Fuzz Puddle NEIPA (ABV 6.5% / IBU 35) (SAT)
Another Experimental IPA in the “Puddle” series. This is hop forward beer sports a hazy, wheat-like
appearance and a rough around the edges flavor. Tons of Amarillo, Eureka, and El Dorado hops make
an appearance late in the boil for the full flavor without the over-the-top bitterness and a fruity
impression. The addition of oats contributes a silky mouthfeel and lovely lacing in the glass.
10) Bard's Beard Barleywine (ABV 9.2% / IBU 53) (SAT)
Brewed with an eye to the classic British traditions (but thankfully on modern equipment) this beer is
a labor of love and an expression of the brewery’s values. Strong and intense; simple in its crafting yet
complex in flavor. We start with a base of English Floor Malt (Maris Otter) and that’s it for the grain
bill. No tricks, gimmicks, or secret ingredients here. The same can be said for the hopping schedule which calls for nothing more than East Kent Golding, added at three points during the boil for
maximum impact. A longer than normal boil and the increased sugars in the boil creates a complexity
of malt flavors from the simple grain bill. A slow and cool ferment keeps the development of harsh or
“hot” alcoholic flavors to a minimum. After sufficient time in the “cellar” the end result is a well
balanced beer whose smooth profile hides the strong punch this beer packs. The pour is a deep
golden color with a clean white head. Earthy hop flavors and aromas mingle with the bready/grainy
scents of the barley itself. With it’s full mouthfeel, your are encouraged to sip this rare delicacy preferably in front of a fire and/or surrounded by loved ones.

Deep Draft Brewing-Bremerton
1) LIBERTY CALL IPA (ABV 6% / IBU 70) (FRI)
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"Liberty Call, Liberty Call..." is an announcement that is music to every sea going Sailor's ears. It
means that all those not on duty are free to go ashore. We regard a great IPA with the same
excitement. Brewed with simcoe, eukanot, and cascade hops, this beer has a clean and classic hoppy,
piney finish that's not too bitter. Enjoy this off-duty obligation-free frothy hoppy goodness
responsibly. Woo-hoo!
3) Prop Wash Czech Pilsner (IBU 30 / ABV 4.5%) (FRI)
You’ll find our Pilsner absolutely true to style: light and crackery, but full of flavor, as clean and
satisfying as the froth (known as the wash) coming off of a shiny bronze propeller. Enjoy this beautiful
little beer!
2) Old Salt Altbier (ABV 5.9% / IBU 45) (SAT)
The eldest Sailor in the U.S. Navy is officially known as the “Old Salt.” The Altbier is the “Old Salt” of
beers, as “Alt” in Germany – the motherland of beer – means “old.” Drink to the foam and enjoy our
OLD SALT ALT, one of Deep Draft’s Flagship beers—our best-seller thus far!
4) Keel Haul Kolsch (ABV 4.9% / IBU 15) (SAT)
Our keelhaul is honestly anything BUT a severe scolding on your palette (we just liked the imagery
and alliteration); our Kolsch exhibits the best of an ale and a lager—light and easy drinking. You’ll only
be severely scolded for NOT enjoying this beer!

Der Blokken Brewery-Bremerton
1) Black Porter (ABV 7%)
British black, roasted barley
2) Hop Magnum IPA (ABV 8%)
Tons of cascade, centennial, mosaic, citra. dry hopped with mosaic.
3) Raging Red Ale (ABV 6%)
Malty, slightly sweet red ale clean finish.
4) Coco Porter

Dog Days Brewing-Bremerton
1) Hatch 22 (ABV 5.5% / IBU 20)
Green Chile Blond Brewed with the finest Green Chili’s grown in Hatch NM. 20 IBU 5.5 % ABV
2) Raw Dog (ABV 8% / IBU 75)
Hazy Double IPA at 8% packed with citrus and fruit notes. 75 IBU’s
3) Basic Bitch (ABV 6% / IBU 25)
She’s back!! Salted Caramel Brown Ale served in caramel and salted rimmed glass

Downpour Brewing-Kingston
1) Tangerine Blonde Ale (ABV 5%)
2) DH Amber (ABV 5.5%)
3) Stout! (ABV 5.8%)

Fremont Brewing-Seattle
1) Blueberry Sour Weisse (ABV 4.5% / IBU 5)
Tart blueberry and citrus flavors give way to a balanced sour and lightly sweet finish.
2) Sky Kraken (ABV 5.5% / IBU JTRA)
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Naturally unfiltered hazy pale ale… this beer offers ripe melon, juicy citrus, pineapple and pepper
flavors.
3) Brother Imperial IPA (ABV 8.5% / IBU 1 BILLION)
Packed full of piney, resinous hops… Brother is an imperial IPA that is appropriately big with a dank
finish.
4) Dark Star: Chocolate Raspberry Edition (ABV 8.0% / IBU 50)
dark, yet silky oatmeal stout balanced by a firm hop handshake with the decadent notes of chocolate
and raspberry.
5) Summer: Pina Colada Edition (ABV 5.2% / IBU 45)
You’ll love getting caught in the rain with the pineapple and coconut addition to our one hop, one
malt pale ale.
6) Helles Lager (ABV 4.5% / IBU 35)
Sweet with very light bitterness, this refreshing beer greets you with honey and floral notes, leaving
you wanting more.
7) Peach Virtue (ABV 6.3% / IBU 7)
Solera sour aged on peaches; this lightly sweet beer gives off stone fruit, lemon and herbal notes.
8) 2019 Rusty Nail (ABV 14.5% / IBU 40) (FRI)
A barrel-aged oatmeal stout of epic proportions with brewer’s licorice, smoked barley and pale malt…
then rested on cinnamon bark and aged in bourbon barrels.
9) 2018 Coffee Cinnamon B-Bomb (ABV 14.0% / IBU 65) (SAT)
This special version of our bourbon barrel-aged Winter Ale adds cold brew coffee and cinnamon bark,
to go with the big bourbon and chocolate notes. (TAPPING SATURDAY @ 1PM)
10) 2017 Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Star Spice Wars (ABV 13.6% / IBU 50) (SAT)
A variety of spices are added to our bourbon barrel-aged Imperial Oatmeal Stout to give big allspice,
oak, and clove notes. (TAPPING SATURDAY @ 4PM)

Gallaghers Where U Brew-Edmonds
1) The New Juicy IPA (ABV 6.5% / IBU 64)
Full bodied, balanced, not too bitter New England style IPA with lots of hop flavor using Mosaic,
Amarillo, Citra, and Simcoe.
2) Island Paradise Blonde Ale (ABV 6.0% / IBU 25)
This pina colada inspired blonde ale will knock your flip flops off! Delightful pineapple coconut flavor
with a slight orange blonde base can only be found at Gallaghers', but you can make it too!
3) The Monk Tripple (ABV 8.0% / IBU 10)
Traditional Belgian tripple style smoothly balanced with a hint of cracked coriander and orange peel.

Georgetown Brewing Company-Seattle
1) L.A Woman Kolsch (ABV 5.1%)
A crisp, refreshing and balanced ale that is pale straw colored in appearance and topped with a soft
white head. Light bitterness with the delicate fruity and sweet flavors create an appropriate balance
upon first impression. The finish shows off apparent, but subdued, malt undertones that are
complemented by aromas and flavors of floral spice from late addition noble hops. Contains wheat.
2) You'll Get Nothing and Like It-IPA (ABV 6.6%)
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When someone says “You’ll get nothing and like it”, hope this is the beer they put in your hand. A
pale golden IPA with minimal bitterness, packed with aromas and flavors of pineapple, strawberry,
ripened citrus and pine. Contains wheat.
3) Sea of Life-Blackberry Golden Ale (ABV 6.1%)
We took the Golden Ale and aged it for months in a red wine Syrah barrels with 25lbs of blackberries
and blended it with the same base Golden Ale aged in whiskey barrels. We then added an additional
40lbs of blackberries, making it about 26lbs per barrel with this limited 2.5 bbl batch. Contains wheat.

Hale’s Ales-Seattle
1) Lemon Zest & Lavender Infused Kombucha Saison (ABV 3.2%)
Brewery brewed Kombucha blended with a Saison and infused with Lemon Zest and Lavender. Floral,
crisp, zesty, tart and dry. Amazingly drinkable and perfect for the Summer weather.
2) Hale's Brut IPA (ABV 6.7%)
Part of Hale's ongoing Leary Way Limited IPA Series, Brut IPA is extra dry in profile, combining great
hop character with low bitterness. Also very drinkable.
3) Mexican Chocolate Stout (ABV 6.1%)
Full bodied stout infused with Theo's chocolate cocoa nibs and Thai chili peppers. Aromas of roasty
malt, cocoa and spice. Hints of chocolate, roasted coffee bean and warming spice.
4) Strawberry Kolsch
Hale's award winning Kolsch infused with strawberry. A slightly fruity beer with a touch a sweetness.
Light, refreshing and drinkable. One of a kind.

Hellbent Brewing-Seattle
1) Dang! Citra IPA (ABV 6.6% / IBU 60)
Packed with hop aroma, this IPA will smack your face with hoppiness. A mellow malt flavor sits
quietly in the background and provides 6.6% ABV, yet the hops shine through. Citrus with fruity
tropical hop aroma. Unfiltered and unfined, cloudy and full-flavored.
2) Funky Red Patina (ABV 5.3% / IBU 22)
The name is a nod to the hip hop we grew up on and our brewer's former life as a metal shop. This ale
is well balanced, rich and malty with a dark auburn color and an airy toffee finish.
3) Triple Berry Wheat (ABV 5.1% / IBU 15)
Hellbent’s Triple Berry Wheat is an American-style wheat beer brewed with 50% two row malted
barley and 50% malted white wheat. It’s lightly hopped with Mt. Hood and Lemondrop hops and
flavored with fruit purees of blueberry, blackberry and boysenberry.

Hood Canal Brewery-Kingston
1) Big Beef Oatmeal Stout (ABV 5%)
Roasted barley & rolled oats make for a smooth mouth feel with a dry finish; a creamy-headed ale
with a fine balance.
2) Termination Point Imperial IPA (ABV 7.8% / IBU 90)
A full bodied brew with a strong profile of caramelized malt where hops take center stage. This beer
is a showcase of four hop varieties added at five stages in production.
3) Mt. Walker Wheat Ale (ABV 7.8%)
This refreshing session ale has a citrus hop aroma and wheat flavors.
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4) Hood’s Head Smoked Amber (ABV 5.5%)
Medium bodied, smooth & deftly balanced- with a twist of malted barley smoked with apple wood
and alder. The result: nuanced smoky goodness, perfect for sipping.

Jellyfish Brewing–Seattle
1) Beer Salad (ABV 6% / IBU 40)
This French Saison is very light and dry with additions of Cucumber, Grilled Lemon, Basil & Pink
Peppercorns. So healthy!
2) Sour Suzie 12 (ABV 4.6% / IBU 20)
This crisp and refreshing Kettle Sour is mid-tart and features Summer's star berry, the Strawberry!
3) G'town Shampayne (ABV 6.2% / IBU 18)
The Barrel-Fermented Blonde is enhanced with Fresh Sauvignon Blanc Grape Juice.
4) Smack IPA (ABV 7% / IBU 70)
This balanced NW IPA brings notes of Dank Pine, Citrus and Tropical Fruit.

LoveCraft Brewing Company-Bremerton
1) PISCES IPA (ABV 5.5%)
Pineapple forward IPA
2) Olde Kitsap Saison (ABV 6.5%)
Kitsap County's favorite beer!
3) Elderidge Session IPA (ABV 5.1%)
Light and crisp

Mac and Jack's Brewery-Redmond
1) Resolution IPA
2) Outhaul IPA
3) Log Boom Pale Ale
4) Helles Lager
5) Theoretical Mass

Matchless Brewing-Tumwater
1) The Promise Pilsner (ABV 4.8%)
Brewed with a new pilsner malt from Skagit valley. Featuring South African hop Southern Promise.
Bright and floral with notes of spice and redberry.
2) Beerthday Cake Double Blonde Stout (ABV 8.4%)
Two years of beer requires something different: Beerthday Cake is our take on the dichotomous white
stout. It’s got soft pillows of vanilla, lactose and almonds, hints of spice from the coffee and
cinnamon, and underlying white cake and frosting notes: it’s still a beer and a perfect one for a
celebration. You don’t cut this cake, you crack it open.
3) You Got Beer!
A brand new release, come by for a taste!
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Rainy Daze Brewing–Silverdale
1) Surf Dog Summer Hazy (ABV 4.8% / IBU 30)
This light and refreshing Sumer Hazy brings big Citrus aroma and flavor. Perfect for those hot days.
2) Pusherman IPA (ABV 6.8% / IBU 45)
A very clear and crisp IPA. Cryo Citra, Mosaic and Simcoe Hops bring out loads of Citrus and Tropical
Fruit notes.
3) Total Mind Funk (ABV 6.8% / IBU 20)
Our ever popular White Stout that got a dose of chocolate to add another layer of Funk.
4) Margarita Blonde (ABV 5.4% / IBU 20)
We took our recent Silver Medal Winner and added Lime and Orange Zest with Tequila Barrel Oak
cubes.

Reuben’s Brews–Seattle
1) Pilsner (ABV 5.4% / IBU 35)
Our Czech style Pilsner, A clean, crisp, and bright lager with bready malt notes and a spicy, floral hop
character.
2) Cinnamon Raisin Rye (ABV 7.2%)
The smooth malt body combined with cinnamon, raisin, and a light rye spice, all comes together in
one delightful beer.
3) Summer IPA
Hop forward with citrus fruit aromas; notes of orange and grapefruit, with a medium-light body and
slightly bitter finish.
4) Hazealicious IPA (ABV 6.0% / IBU 45)
Tropical fruit notes, in particular, passion fruit, sit on a soft and pillowy malt body. Restrained
bitterness provides the balance, but the stars of the show are the big bright hops.

Silver City Brewery–Bremerton
1) Tropic Haze IPA (ABV 6.4% / IBU 50)

A seemingly magical reaction between a specialized yeast strain, oats, wheat, and an experimental
hop variety results in a blossom of rich, tropical fruit flavor that is a feast for the eyes, with a silkysmooth texture and clean finish.
2) Sun Glitter Peach IPA (ABV 6.5% / IBU 60)
Gleaning its name from the radiant visual of sunlight reflected from Pacific Ocean waves at sunset,
Sun Glitter is our celebration of the Puget Sound summertime experience. A fusion of mouth-watering
peach flavor with a dense, hazy malt profile, this unique IPA also incorporates lactose sugar, yielding a
deliciously creamy and vanilla-like sweetness.
3) Ziggy Zoggy Summer Lager (ABV 5% / IBU 40)
Bright & vibrant beer for summertime celebrations! This Zwicklebier, an uncommon style, is an
unfiltered lager that balances crisp and elegant honey-like malt flavor with assertive, spicy Sterling
hop character.
4) Moon Glimmer Pineapple Mango IPA (ABV 6.5% / IBU 60)
Moon Glimmer is a celebration of hazy summer nights, be it on the beach, or in the back yard around
the barbecue pit. A counterpart to Sun Glitter, this IPA is infused with sweet and tangy pineapple and
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mango flavors, along with the addition of lactose sugar, yielding a deliciously creamy and vanilla-like
sweetness.
5) Ripe & Juicy Double IPA (ABV 8% / IBU 75)
Like cutting into a fresh cantaloupe... if it were filled with a metric sh*t-ton of ripe, fragrant hops
soaked in pineapple juice. Ripe ‘N Juicy gains its signature dense, hazy body from the reaction of a
specialized yeast strain with a hearty dose of flaked wheat. A massive canvas for a brilliantly fruity
hop experience.
6) Ridgetop Red Ale (ABV 6% / IBU 15)
There’s a beer for everyone. Ridgetop Red is everyone’s beer. Full-bodied and smooth with a sweet
caramel flavor balanced with Northwest Liberty hops for a refreshing finish.
7) Kwik Mocha Milk Stout (ABV 8.0% / IBU 40) (FRI)
Supplemented by a hearty dose of cocoa, freshly roasted coffee, and a hint of vanilla, Kwik Stout is a
unique style of stout brewed with lactose, a special sugar found in milk that isn’t consumable by
yeast, resulting in a silky sweetness. So creamy and delicious you’ll [almost] want to drink it with a
straw.
8) Razzle Haze - Rapsberry IPA (ABV 6.4%) (FRI)
Tropic Haze IPA Infused with Fresh Raspberries for a tropical berry hazy IPA melody
9) Bourbon Barrel Aged Kwik Stout (ABV 8.0% / IBU 40) (SAT)
Bourbon Barrel Aged, Kwik Stout is a unique style of stout brewed with lactose, a special sugar found
in milk that isn’t consumable by yeast, resulting in a silky sweetness. So creamy and delicious you’ll
[almost] want to drink it with a straw.
10) Ride the Spiral - POG Double IPA (SAT)
This super hopping hazy double IPA is infused with a blast of Pineapple, Orange and Guava for a
vibrant juicy IPA experience.
11) TBD Cellar Beer

Single Hill Brewing–Yakima
1) Eastside IPA (ABV 7% / IBU 40)
Showcasing all we know about making amazing IPA, we hope this beer does our region proud. Brewed
with Yakima and Treasure Valley hops, Idaho pilsner and Palouse Munich malt. Layered, fruity, citrus,
not bitter.
2) Yacht Party Guava IPA (ABV 7.5% / IBU 40)
Did somebody say linen pants and topsiders?.. Break out your funny hat and captains shirt, this
tropically citrus IPA invites serious relaxation on the sun deck. Invigoratingly fruity and well balanced.
Pink Guava; Northwest Hops.
3) Citizen Grain Dry-Hopped Pilsner (ABV 5.4% / IBU 38)
Crispy, bright, dry hopped single field Pilsner. This year we worked with Dalkieth Farms in Sunnyside
to grow our own field of Explorer barley and had it custom malted by LINC Malt in Spokane. Bright
lemon and herbal hop aromas. Its crispy pilsner profile finishes dry and refreshing. Yakima Valley
Pilsner Malt. Loral and Centennial hops.
4) Raz Rocketship Fruited Berliner Weisse (ABV 4.3% / IBU 10)
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Thirst quenching tart German wheat beer with raspberries. Just enough fruit layered on a dry, lemony
base made tart from our house sourdough culture. Drinks like a cocktail or cider and loved by all.
Raspberry and House Sourdough.

Slaughter County Brewing–Port Orchard
1) TBA
2) TBA

Slippery Pig Brewery–Poulsbo
1) Sitrus Fjell (ABV 6.5%)

Citra hopped IPA. Orange-golden hued with a groovy little bite from dry hopping.
2) Queen Sonja BlackBerry Blonde (ABV 5%)
Our Baldur’s Blonde ale fermented using Sigmund Voss Keviek yeast, traditionally reused for
generations in Norwegian farmhouse brewing. Then infused with northwest blackberries.
3) Raspberry Hogsbreath (ABV 11.7%)
A honey wheatwine brewed with lemon verbena and infused with northwest raspberries.

Sound Brewery–Poulsbo
1) Monk’s Indiscretion Belgian (ABV 10.0%)
Dry hopped, and fermented with an aromatic Belgian yeast strain, Monk's Indiscretion has an intense
tropical hoppy aroma and flavor, with balanced bitterness, and is scarily drinkable for such a
strong beer.
2) Humulo Nimbus Double IPA (ABV 8.5%)
A towering thunderstorm of Northwest hops against a sky of clean, dry malt. Crisp yet eminently
satisfying for the extreme hop lover, Humulo Nimbus has a balance that brings it all together intone
seriously quaffable Double IPA.
3) Cave Bear Vanilla-Chili infused Belgian Imperial Stout (ABV 10%)
Our Ursus Spelaeus Belgian Imperial Stout with Vanilla and Chilies.
4) Beer-cation Summer Lager (ABV 5.4%)
A crisp dry hopped Mexican style lager.

Sumerian Brewing Co.–Woodinville
1) Hopruption Double IPA (ABV 8.0% / IBU 95)
Multi-award winning Double IPA: 2016 Silver Winner at WA Beer Awards, Double Gold Winner in
2017 from SIP Magazine, and a 2018 Bronze Winner at WA Beer Awards. This beer is hop loaded from
start to finish with a base of Cascade and Centennial. Then we double dry hop it with Mosaic and Citra
which creates a rich mouthfeel and clean balance.
2) Hysteria Hazy IPA (ABV 5.8% / IBU 45)
Tinged straw color with a massive haziness in glass. Touched with a slight bitterness in the boil. We
then shifted our focus to the hops that would give it the most flavor we could! Late whirlpool hopping
of Mosaic and a sprinkle of Cascade add to the early mouthfeel. We then added many more Mosaic
hops to the multiple dry hopping sessions. Giving the beer an intense tropical, citrus flavor of that
wonderful showcased hop.
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Ten Pin Brewing–Moses Lake
1) Groove Pineapple Wheat (ABV 5.8% / IBU 25)
This ale is the result of our collaboration with the Moses Lake band, Dimestore Prophets. The beer
takes the easy drinking smoothness of an American wheat ale, adds just enough Mosaic hops to
brighten it up with tropical fruit aromas, and takes it home with a fresh pineapple squeezed into
every case.
2) Gutterball Hazy Pale (ABV 5.5% / IBU 35)
We threw a lot of gutterballs to get this perfect strike of a Pale Ale. Juicy, smooth and hazy with a
hoppy floral bouquet. Citra and Ekuanot hops give flavors or starfruit and lemon zest.
3) Guava Gose (ABV 5.3% / IBU 10)
This 2019 WA Gold medal winning gose features the unique tropical flavors of pink guava and hibiscus
which combine pleasantly with the usual salt, coriander and tartness of gose.
4) Mandarina Blonde (ABV 6.1% / IBU 24)
Our Blonde Ale is brewed with, and dry hopped with, Mandarina Bavaria hops and sweet orange peel.
You’ll notice aromas of tangerine, orange and citrus.

Two Beers Brewing Company–Seattle
1) Southern Resident IPA
Southern Resident killer whales are the only killer whale population in North America to be classified
as endangered. With this IPA, hopped with salmon-safe Chinook hops, we hope to support the
recovery of these incredible whales and encourage stewardship of the Salish Sea.
2) Blueberry Kettle Sour IPA
Summer Camp IPA is blue skies, grass-stained knees and singing around the campfire all summer long.
With bright berry tartness and a pleasantly hoppy aroma, it reminds you that sometimes it's
important to get away and just have some fun.
3) Pineapple Agave Cider
Ripe and juicy pineapple aroma, soft tartness, and subtle tropical sweetness lead to a clean finish in
this perfect summer-focused cider you can't put down.
4) Berry Rose Cider
Crafted with locally grown raspberries, blueberries, and blackberries. Slightly tart on the start and
slightly sweet on the finish, this cider is both accessible and full flavored.

Volholl Brewing–Poulsbo
1) Valkyrie Red (ABV 6.2%)
2) Fenrir Double IPA (ABV 8%)
3) Firkin of Sweet Cherry Wheat Ale infused with more Cherries (ABV 5%)
4) Firkin of Langskip IPA infused with blood orange and grapefruit (ABV 6.5%)

Western Red Brewing–Poulsbo
1) Crew Boss CDA (ABV 5.5% / IBU 74)
A lovely cross between a Porter and an India Pale Ale, Cascadian Dark Ale combines the dark roasted
malts with a clean hop bitterness. This is an award winning beer!
2) Main Line Red (ABV 5.24% / IBU 26)
A malty and sweet amber with caramel and biscuit flavoring that is sure to be a hit.
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3) Strawberry Blonde (ABV 4.5% / IBU 22)
This Strawberry Blonde is the perfect harmony of smooth malt and strawberry flavor! Brewed with a
perfect blend of pale malts, Amarillo and Tahoma hops that compliment the subtle strawberry flavor
to create a fruit ale that doesn't forget its beer.
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